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Abstract: In this paper I have applied the Selection-Rejection Methodology to Molecular Dynamics to select collision pairs of
particles.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Selection-Rejection Methodology was developed
based on the idea of Acceptance-Rejection Method by the
renowned mathematician, Von Neumann, from the
University of Berlin. Von Neumann[1] came forward with
his method during 1950’s but later on Karl Sigman[2] from
Columbia University gave the similar methodology in
2007.Again in 1989,Bernard D.Flury[3] from Indiana
University came forward with the theory “AcceptanceRejection Sampling Made Easy”.D.P.Kroese[4] from
University of Queensland put forward his theory of
Acceptance-Rejection
in
2011.Selection-Rejection
Methodology can be applied to almost all statistical
distributions and hence it has got immense physical
significance.

theory. After the velocities of all colliding particles have
been reset, the process is repeated for the next time step.
In each cell, a set of representative collisions is
processed at each time step. All pairs of particles in a cell
are considered to be candidate collision partners, regardless
of their positions within the cell.In the hard sphere
model,the collision probability for the pair of particles at the
th
th
and
position is proportional to their relative
speed.
th
Let vi  velocity of the
particle and v j  velocity
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Then the relative speed for the
II.

CONCEPT OF COLLISION PAIRS OF
PARTICLES

In Molecular Dynamics the state of a system is given by
the positions and velocities of the particles consisting the
system. Let N be the number of particles in a system.

ri ; i  1, 2,...........N ; be

Let

i th
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The maximum relative speed of the collided particles in
the hard sphere model is given by
Nc m 1
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m 1 n 1
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ri new be the new position of the

elapse of time
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N c  no of collided particles in the hard sphere

and
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Now the probability of collision between the
th
particle is given by

P coll  i, j  

.

new
Then i
i
i
Once the particles start moving some particles are
selected for collision after a certain period of time. The rules
for this random selection process are obtained from kinetic

 vn  Vmax ( say )

model.



Let
= time step ie
is the time taken by the particles to
move from one position to another position without
interactiong with each other.

Let

vi  v j  Vrelative (say) .

given by

the position vector of the

vi ; i  1, 2,...........N ; be the velocity vector of the

th
i th and j particle is

vi  v j
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III.

i th
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(3)

SLECTION-REJECTION METHODOLOGY FOR
COLLISOION PAIRS.

th
Step (1):- Let
and
as candidate particles.

i

j th particles are chosen at random
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Step (2):-Let
and

Vrelative

be the relative speed of the

i th

j th particle.

[2]

Step (3):- Let

0  R  1 be a random number.

Step (4):- Let

Vmax

i th and j

[3]

be the maximum relative speed of the

th

Step (5):- Set

[5]

particle.

P coll  i, j  

[4]

Vrelative
Vmax

Step (6):- If R  P coll  i, j  ,then select
particle; otherwise reject the
repeat the process from step (1).

[6]

i

th
and

th
i th and j particle

j th

[7]

[8]

and
[9]

IV. CONCLUSION.
[10]

In this paper I have calculated the probability of
collision between two particles in terms of their minimum
and maximum relative velocities.
[11]
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